Predicting the drug concentration in starch acetate matrix tablets from ATR-FTIR spectra using multi-way methods.
The amounts of drug and excipient were predicted from ATR-FTIR spectra using two multi-way modelling techniques, parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) and multi-linear partial least squares (N-PLS). Data matrices consisted of dissolved and undissolved parallel samples having different drug content and spectra, which were collected at axially cut surface of the flat-faced matrix tablets. Spectra were recorded comprehensively at different points on the axially cut surface of the tablet. The sample drug concentrations varied between 2 and 16% v/v. The multi-way methods together with ATR-FTIR spectra seemed to represent an applicable method for the determination of drug and excipient distribution in a tablet during the release process. The N-PLS calibration method was more robust for accurate quantification of the amount of components in the sample whereas the PARAFAC model provided approximate relative amounts of components.